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World-making from the 
Chinese perspective
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- What is the Chinese definition of globalization with regards to 
American conception and strategy for globalizing?
- How does China perceive its own role in the process of 
globalization? 
- How do we explain the contradiction between globalization and its 
associated deterritorialization, and China’s current 
re-territorialization geo-strategic horizon (i.e., Belt and Road)? 
Key Questions
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China has embraced globalization after recognizing the strategic 
relevance of its military, economic, and communicative cultural 
potential. On the other hand, China has also identified clear threats that 
globalization poses as a two-way stream. 
As a result, China is actively defending its national interests by 






Scholars argue that as globalization 




While globalization has reconfigured 
existing understandings of 
territorialization, it is far from 




New, overlapping, and constantly 
shifting spatial interrelationships and 





China’s Perception & Response
Maritime Expansion: Mahan
- U.S. maritime strategy
Geopolitical opportunities: BRI 
Security threat
- U.S. security alliances 
- Historical record of invasions




- Shaping international norms
- Consolidating narrative for rise
Political Instability 
- Spillover of foreign ideals 
- Tightening control
Ideological and Political Domain
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Developmental Path
- Trade is essential to China’s 
continual growth
Economic Disruptions
- Control of capital v. 
liberalization of markets





China believes the future globalization 
will not be stopped. Thus, China must 
adapt to globalization without risking 
social disintegration and political 
instability. 
China strives to hedge against a 
Western-dominated liberal order that is 
threatening to its development, making 
it safer for China’s unimpeded rise 
under the party’s continuous rule.
Open Questions
1. What are China’s long-term goals?
2. Is the CCP a communist party with a capitalist facade? Or 
the other way around? 
3. Is globalization a recipe for disaster or a guarantee for 
world peace? 
Any suggestions/comments?
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The End
Questions?
